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High school seniors worry
about school reopening
Many high school seniors are voicing
opposition to physically attending
schools starting Wednesday, due to
lingering safety concerns over the
possible spread of the Covid-19
pandemic in classrooms, according to
the association of high school student
presidents on Tuesday.
A network of high school councils
conducted a survey on 30,585 high
school students across the country for
three days from Sunday, and 79.7%
of respondents said they were
opposed to the reopening of
schools. Asked about the appropriate
timing for the physical opening, 49.3%
said it should be decided on after at
least a month to check the status of
the pandemic. More than 32%, or
7,823 respondents, said students
should be allowed to physically
attend their schools two weeks
after the number of daily infection
falls below 10.
The Ministry of Education has
reopened high schools on
Wednesday for senior students.
The schedule has already been
postponed five times, due to
concerns of parents who question
whether the ministry is
sufficiently prepared for possible
mass infections in classrooms.
19 May 2020, Korea Times
FULL REPORT:
https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/nation/20
20/05/181_289773.html

Muhyiddin, Mahathir
rekindle feud as Malaysia
looks beyond virus

Malaysian Prime Minister Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin
faces mounting pressure to prove he has the
support of parliament’s Lower House, after 10
weeks of political calm as the country hunkered
down against Covid-19. Hanging over Muhyiddin is
a no-confidence motion submitted by the man he
toppled in an internal coup before taking power on
March 1 – Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad, his former
mentor and the head of his own party.
The Lower House speaker approved the motion
earlier this month, but did not set a date for the
vote, and the Prime Minister has ensured there is
no chance of a judgment when parliament sat
briefly last Monday. Nevertheless, Malaysia’s
political heavyweights are clearly gearing up for
their next round. Originally, the Lower House was
scheduled to convene for one day to discuss two
supplementary bills validating the government’s
pandemic spending packages. Long-time Prime
Minister hopeful, Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim was
also expected to be named opposition leader.
However, Muhyiddin’s government abruptly
(Continue on Page 2)
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changed the plan, citing a need to focus on the outbreak
even though most sectors of the economy have reopened.
Last Monday, Malaysian King, Sultan Abdullah
Ri'ayatuddin Al-Mustafa Billah Shah, officially opened the
proceedings, and the session adjourned immediately after
until July 13. Dr Mahathir was miffed with this development.
“How can this be called a government when MPs are not
allowed to speak even when there is a parliamentary
sitting?”’ the 94-year-old said in a video message. “This
government is, in fact, illegitimate,” he added. “I think
Muhyiddin is illegitimate.”
On-again, off-again allies Mahathir and Anwar have vowed
to continue opposing the premier. But Muhyiddin himself
has a reputation as a survivor and may have some
cards to play between now and July. No sitting
Malaysian leader has been subjected to a no-confidence
motion in parliament’s 61-year history. But under the law,
once such a motion is put forth, it should be debated and voted on by the 222 elected
representatives in the Lower House. Members also have the right to abstain.
While overseeing the battle against Covid-19, which has infected nearly 7,000 people in the
country, Muhyiddin has been actively shoring up his position, aiming to hold his ground at
least until the next scheduled election in 2023. Plum appointments at State-linked firms
have gone to key politicians from the government’s two biggest coalition partners –
the United Malays Nationalist Organisation (UMNO) and Malaysian Islamic Party (PAS).
Oh Ei Sun, a senior fellow at the Singapore Institute of International Affairs, said Muhyiddin
needs backing from both UMNO and PAS to stay on, since his own faction is the
decidedly junior partner in the ruling coalition. “No senior leader from either side of the
political divide is assured of non-wavering support from other members of the parliament,
even those supposedly in the same camp,” Oh said. He expects Muhyiddin will have to
continue to answer to the demands of all his purported supporters, while using his
advantage as the incumbent to lure a few new ones across the aisle.
Muhyiddin is also rumoured to have had a hand in undermining Mahathir’s son and political
heir, Mukhriz, as Chief Minister on Kedah. Mukhriz – who is challenging Muhyiddin for the
presidency of their party, the Malaysian United Indigenous Party (Bersatu), in upcoming polls
– resigned as Mentri Besar after losing the confidence of the Kedah legislative assembly
after some ruling party assembly members jumped ship to the opposition.
Nevertheless, Oh would not rule out a comeback by Mahathir and Anwar. “In the
Malaysian political context, all sorts of comebacks are possible if the circumstances are ripe,
as has been exemplified by Muhyiddin.”
Sivamurugan Pandian, a political science professor at Malaysia’s University of Science,
concurred. Both Mahathir and Anwar “are politicians with strong personalities”, he said.
“They will remain relevant.” Few, he added, would have ever imagined Mahathir’s historic
return as PM in May 2018 but it happened. Yet, Sivamurugan stressed that if Mahathir and
Anwar are to make an impactful return, they need to resolve a burning question
between them – who would be the next Prime Minister. “They have to decide on who will
be their PM choice,” he said, “and how Mahathir can still play a role when they have already
decided Anwar as the opposition leader.”
20 May 2020, Nikkei Asian Review1
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Malaysia's oil palm farmers face survival crisis

When Shell engineer Incham Serdin quit his job four years ago to start a small palm
plantation in his native Sarawak, prices of the fleshy fruit bunches used to make the world’s
most-consumed vegetable oil were bubbling near their peak.
But prices have since halved for smallholders like Incham, falling 30% this year alone
as the Covid-19 pandemic slashes demand and wipes out profits for many farmers
with 100 acres (40 hectares) of land or less. To survive, smallholders in Malaysia and
neighbouring Indonesia, which together account for 85% of global palm oil production, are
cutting back on spending, particularly on expensive fertilisers and replanting old trees.
With small farmers making up a third of output, the cuts are set to hit production, not
just in 2020 but also next year when demand for the oil used in everything from
noodles to lipstick is expected to rebound as the health crisis eases, farmers and
analysts said.
“What you get currently is just enough to pay the workers,” Incham, 59, said. “For those
people with landholdings of 10 acres or so, there’s barely enough to put food on the table.”
Fertiliser makes up 30%-50% of the cost of production for smallholders and any lower
application of the nutrients typically shows in output six months to a year later.
Incham said his yields could fall by 20%-40% as he halves fertiliser usage to 1.5 kg (3.3 lb)
per tree per quarter.
With the price of fresh fruit bunches (FFB) now at about RM330 a tonne, Malaysia’s
biodiesel association has estimated palm oil output this year will fall 10% to about 18
million tonnes. It has yet to give an estimate for next year.
“A lot of people are facing credit crunch and cash flow issues,” said Malaysian Palm Oil
Association chief executive Nageeb Wahab.
20 May 2020, Reuters 2
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Thailand leads ASEAN in 5G rollout due to Covid
The Covid-19 pandemic has prompted
Thailand’s major telecom operators to rev
up deployment of fifth-generation (5G)
technologies, making it the first country in
the 10-member Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) to have
commercial 5G services. Thailand’s top
two mobile operators, Advanced Info
Service and True Corp, are racing to
deploy 5G networks at hospitals to lend
support to doctors and medical
personnel fighting Covid-19.
AIS on May 11 revealed that it had set aside up to US$1.2 billion (RM5.23 billion) for
investment in 5G network expansion, aiming to cover around 13% of the total Thai
population by end 2020. “The Covid-19 pandemic has pushed demand for telemedicine and
robots (that operate in hospitals) and finally accelerated the commercial 5G (launches),” said
an analyst at Asia Plus Securities. GSMA, a telecom industry body, has certified AIS as the
first mobile operator in ASEAN to have launched commercial 5G services.
The robots, which are operated via 5G, are helping cutting the risk of infection among
medical personnel, Dr Sukrom Chi-Charoen, deputy medical director of Rajavithi Hospital
in Bangkok, explained. “These robots are very useful, particularly at a time when we are
short of self-protection sets. Even though we lack surgical masks and personal protective
equipment suits, we can do our jobs as (the robots allow us to minimise) direct contact with
patients,” said Dr Sukrom.
A nurse who looks after Covid-19 patients in the Vachira Phuket Hospital in the southern
beach city of Phuket said the robot helped deliver food and medicines to patients as
well as provide smooth interactive communications.
True Corp, the listed telecom arm of the country’s biggest conglomerate Charoen Pokphand
Group which has 30 million users, has launched its 5G network in major hospitals in
Bangkok and other major cities Chiang Mai, Khon Kaen, Chonburi and Phuket. Here
quarantine delivery robots, remote carts and a quarantine telepresence are all
reducing risks caused by direct contact between medical personnel and patients.
Apart from hospitals, the two companies are competing to launch their 5G networks in
department stores, Bangkok’s financial districts and tourist attractions. Both AIS and True
are also racing to offer high-speed home internet services for the many Thais who
need to work from home during the lockdown.
Other ASEAN countries, including Malaysia, are still in the pilot launch phases for 5G
services, while some are still awaiting auctions to allocate the necessary licenses. Malaysia
is currently testing 5G service in Langkawi. The next most likely country in the region to have
commercial 5G within this year is Vietnam, with the Ministry of Information Technology and
Communication saying it planned to commercialise the service in June.
Singapore is expected to start commercial 5G from January 2021, with two 5G licenses
being issued to companies including Singapore Telecommunications. The country aims to
have 5G covering at least half of the city-state by end-2022. Meanwhile, there appears to be
no development in Indonesia of the next generation service, with no clear roadmap on
spectrum allocation and commercial deployment.
20 May 2020, Nikkei Asian Review
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Korea exports
wristband trackers
for quarantine
violators
South Korea said
Wednesday it has begun
shipping location-tracking
wristbands currently used
on people violating selfquarantine orders here amid
the new coronavirus
pandemic. It inked a deal
valued at 980 million won
(RM3.45 million) with
Saudi Arabia to sell some
100,000 units of the
wristbands, according to
the country’s health
authorities.
The first batch of 50,000
bands has already been
shipped. South Korea is
under talks with at least
three more countries to
export the wristbands, they
added. It has been using
electronic wristbands
equipped with a locationtracking system on people
who violate self-isolation
rules since late April.
Nearly 50 people have been
ordered to wear the bands
in the country.
Amid rising controversies
over privacy, the violators in
South Korea currently have
a choice between wearing
the bands or being
quarantined at statedesignated facilities. Health
authorities said the exports
of the wristbands will pave
the way for the country to
form a deeper connection
with the rest of the world to
fight the global pandemic
that has infected at least 4.8
million around the globe.
20 May 2020, Korea Times
Full report:
https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/ww
w/nation/2020/05/119_289829.ht
ml
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S. Korea steps up efforts for
post-Covid economic recovery
South Korea will step up efforts for an economic recovery
after the Covid-19 pandemic as the nation is returning to
normal activities, Finance Minister Hong Nam-ki said
Wednesday. Hong said the government will boost
measures to help the nation’s economy recover more
swiftly from the pandemic than other nations.
Unlike other nations, South Korea has not enforced
lockdown measures to combat the virus. Instead, the
nation implemented strict social distancing guidelines,
along with mass testing. Last week, the government said
it aims to create 1.56 million jobs in the public sector,
as the nation’s economy has suffered its sharpest job
losses in 21 years over the pandemic.
About 1 million jobs in the public sector have not been
opened due to social distancing rules, but the government
will soon open such jobs by easing some rules. The
government will also encourage public firms to create
some 550,000 jobs for young people.
A third extra budget will be announced early next month
to minimise the economic fallout from the pandemic. Hong
said the third extra budget will include 3.5 trillion won
(RM12.2 billion) to create some 550,000 jobs in public
firms.
To help stabilise corporate bond markets, the
government and the Bank of Korea will set up a
special purpose vehicle to buy commercial papers
from companies with low credit ratings, Hong said.
The 10 trillion won (RM35 billion) vehicle will run for
six months and it could be expanded to 20 trillion won
(RM70 billion), Hong said.
South Korea has promised relief packages worth
some 240 trillion won (RM850 billion) to ease the
economic fallout from the virus. The nation’s economy
shrank 1.4% on-quarter in the first quarter of the year,
marking the sharpest quarterly contraction since the last
three months of 2008.
South Korea has pledged to set up a fund worth 40
trillion won (RM140 billion) to provide financial
support to key industries disrupted by the pandemic.
Hard-hit key industries include aviation, oil refinery,
shipping, shipbuilding and car production, the backbone
of the country's employment. Vice Finance Minister Kim
Yong-beom said the government requires companies to
return some profits to the nation if their business returns
to normal after receiving the funds. When the funds are
provided to companies, they are banned from giving
dividends and purchasing their own shares, Kim said.
20 May 2020, Korea Herald4
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Reinventing Asian tourism sector
Long after the Covid-19 emergency restrictions
and lockdowns have been lifted, one of the last
industries that will recover is international tourism,
which has been decimated by border closures,
leaving air transport and airports to grind to an
almost complete halt. Hotels, resorts, tourist
attractions, sporting complexes and golf courses,
entertainment venues, and restaurants are shut
down. Tour operators are dormant without any
income for at least three months. This has cost
billions of dollars in revenue, millions of jobs,
with thousands of companies closing their
doors, never to reopen.
There have been a number of challenges facing
sections of the tourism industry that existed
before the Covid-19 crisis. Speculative investment in hotels resorts, homestays,
restaurants and other tourist attractions have been made across the region without
adequate due diligence in regards to these enterprises’ true market opportunities.
How is the tourism industry going to reinvent itself?


Traveling internationally is just going to be difficult this year. A number of regional
airlines are in deep financial trouble, and international air tickets will most likely
cost around five to six times what they cost before the Covid19 crisis.
Consequently, with international tourism not expected to recommence anytime
this year and the negotiation of any kind of Asian travel bubble likely to take months,
a domestic tourism led recovery is the only short-term option.



Leisure travel will most probably bounce back before business travel. However, how
long that takes will depend on how long domestic travel restrictions remain in force.
In Thailand, Phuket and Pattaya were especially hit hard by tough provincial
lockdowns, but these are probably not the places domestic tourists would want to go
due to being expensive. It will most probably be the quieter family-oriented places
that locals will want to visit first.



Malaysia has been driven by public sector seminar tourism to resorts owned by
GLCs over the last decade. It will probably be “hometown” tourism and homestays
that will appeal first to a public allowed to venture out once again. Vietnam, very
mildly hit by Covid-19 infections, is already seeing this happen through the provinces.

Domestic tourism opens up a completely different paradigm from organised group
tourism exploited. Domestic tourists are much more willing to patronise small family
restaurants, food stalls, and hawkers, rather than the large restaurants. Domestic
tourists will interact with the local economy much more, thus dispersing money
towards owner/operators rather than corporation owned businesses. Large hotels and
resorts which want domestic custom will have to reframe their branding and prices towards
this market. We may see a few brand conversions occur within the industry.
The China factor is very important to those countries which want to attract mass tourism.
However, it is likely China will restrict travel to countries which showed racial hate
towards China. India may now begin using outbound tourism as a diplomatic tool.
17 May 2020, Asian Sentinel
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Covid overwhelms Brazil hospitals, nurses dying
The Covid-19 is spreading rapidly throughout Brazil,
overwhelming a health care system that is ill prepared
to handle a pandemic of this magnitude and proving
especially deadly for the medical workers on the front
lines. At least 116 nurses have died in this country
of 210 million from Covid-19, according to Brazil’s
Federal Nursing Council, the highest toll anywhere.
That is more than the 107 nurses who have died in the
United States, where the total death count of people
succumbing to the pandemic is about six times more
than in Brazil. In Italy, which has about twice as many
total deaths as Brazil, 39 nurses have died, according
to Italy’s National Federation of Nurses (FNOPI).
Nurses and other medical professionals in Brazil are often outfitted with aging equipment
and lack enough face shields, goggles, gloves and gowns to battle a highly contagious
disease, nurses from hospitals in five states said in interviews. At the iconic Maracanã
soccer stadium in Rio de Janeiro, which has been turned into a field hospital, nurses sleep
on the floor of a hallway, as authorities rush to get the facility set up. The hospital was
supposed to have 400 beds available by May 15, but it is still working at about half of its
planned capacity, with only 200 beds and 80 intensive care units.
With 254,000 people having tested positive for Covid-19, Brazil surpassed Italy, Spain
and the United Kingdom in recent days and now trails only the US and Russia,
according to Johns Hopkins University. At more than 16,000 dead, Brazil has the sixthhighest number of deaths in the world from the pandemic.
The true numbers of both infected and dead may be far higher because the country does far
less testing than the US and Europe. Brazil performed 3,462 tests per 1 million people as
of Saturday, ranking 22nd in the world, according to the analysis company Statista. A
study by Ribeirão Preto Medical School in São Paulo and other universities across Brazil
calculated the number of people infected with Covid-19 at about three million. That is twice
the number of confirmed cases in the US. “Brazil is the most infected country in the world
today,” said Domingos Alves, a professor at Ribeirão Preto Medical School.
With the disease racing from indigenous villages in the Amazon to tightly packed slums in
Brazil’s cities, some governors and mayors have put social-distancing measures in place.
Still Brazil’s restrictions are generally looser than lockdown measures mandated in many
European and Asian countries and have an influential opponent: President Jair Bolsonaro,
who wants to keep the world’s ninth-largest economy operating normally.
“The people want to work to put food on the table for their families,” Bolsonaro said
Sunday. “Millions (in Brazil) already know what it’s like to live in Venezuela,” he said,
referring to the hunger and poverty facing its neighbour. The president’s stance has brought
him into direct conflict with infectious disease experts, including his own Health Ministry.
The confusion in Brazil is prompting growing numbers of people to go to work and
leave their homes, even in communities where local leaders have advocated socialdistancing measures. In northern Italy, the number of people who went to grocery stores
and pharmacies declined by 75% after authorities introduced tough lockdowns, according to
a recent study by Imperial College London. In São Paulo, those same visits to grocers
and pharmacies fell just 21%, leading the study’s authors to warn that unless the
country took tougher measures, the epidemic could still grow exponentially here.
6

19 May 2020, Wall Street Journal
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Has Covid-19 killed
globalisation?
Even before the
Covid-19
pandemic,
globalisation
was in trouble.
The open
system of trade
that had
dominated the
world economy
for decades
had been
damaged by
the financial
crash and the
Sino-American
trade war. Now
it is reeling
from its third body-blow in a dozen years as
lockdowns have sealed borders and disrupted
commerce. The number of passengers at Heathrow
has dropped by 97% year-on-year; Mexican car
exports fell by 90% in April; 21% of transpacific
container-sailings in May have been cancelled.
As economies reopen, activity will recover but don’t
expect a quick return to a carefree world of unfettered
movement and free trade. The pandemic will
politicise travel and migration and entrench a bias
towards self-reliance. This inward-looking lurch will
enfeeble the recovery, leave the economy vulnerable
and spread geopolitical instability.
Since January, a wave of disruption has spread
westward from Asia. Factory, shop and office closures
have caused demand to tumble and prevented
suppliers from reaching customers. The damage is
not universal. Food is still getting through, Apple
insists it can still make iPhones and China’s exports
have held up so far, buoyed by sales of medical gear.
But the overall effect is savage. World goods trade
may shrink by 10%-30% this year. In the first 10
days of May, exports from South Korea fell by 46%
year-on-year, probably the worst decline since
records began in 1967.
The underlying anarchy of global governance is being
exposed. France and Britain have squabbled over
quarantine rules, China is threatening Australia with
punitive tariffs for demanding an investigation into the
virus’s origins and the White House remains on the
warpath about trade. Despite some instances of cooperation during the pandemic, such as the Federal
(Continue on Page 8)

Petronas to sell LNG to
Chinese firm's tank
facility
Petronas has signed a deal to
supply liquefied natural gas
(LNG) to an ISO tank-filling facility
owned by China’s Tiger Clean
Energy in Sarawak. The binding
sales and purchase agreement
provides for the Chinese firm
to distribute the fuel to remote
locations in China using ISO
tanks, an unusual strategy as it
is typically more expensive
than employing the bigger LNG
vessels.
“Through this...approach, we
established a virtual pipeline that
effectively enables LNG to reach
off-grid customers who are not
directly served by the natural gas
distribution system in China,” said
Ahmad Adly Alias, the vice
president of Petronas’ LNG
Marketing and Trading division,
on Wednesday. Petronas did not
reveal volumes or prices of the
cargoes sold.
ISO tank containers, so called
because they meet specifications
set by the International
Organisation for Standardisation
(ISO), offer quick access to the
cleaner super-chilled fuel for endusers in locations far from main
pipelines who require smaller
volumes. Usually carried in
container trucks instead of LNG
vessels, they offer a back-up
solution to meet excess
demand faster than vessel
deliveries that can be
constrained by rigid schedules.
But traders said the method was
rare for container-sized LNG
cargoes, since added logistics
costs and an absence of
economies of scale boost
expense.
20 May 2020, Reuters
Full report:
https://www.reuters.com/article/usmalaysia-petronas-tcel/malaysiaspetronas-to-sell-lng-to-chinese-firmstank-facility-idUSKBN22W0EJ
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Reserve’s loans to other central banks, America has been reluctant to act as the world’s
leader. Chaos and division at home have damaged its prestige. China’s secrecy and
bullying have confirmed that it is unwilling and unfit to pick up the mantle.
Around the world, public opinion is shifting away from globalisation. People have been
disturbed to find that their health depends on a brawl to import protective equipment and on
the migrant workers who work in care homes and harvest crops. Although the flow of
information is free outside China, the movement of people, goods and capital is not.
Consider people first. The Trump administration is proposing to curtail immigration further,
arguing that jobs should go to Americans instead. Other countries are likely to follow. Travel
is restricted, limiting the scope to find work and drum up orders. Some 90% of people live in
countries with largely closed borders.
Trade will suffer as countries abandon the idea that firms and goods are treated equally
regardless of where they come from. Governments and central banks are asking taxpayers
to underwrite national firms through their stimulus packages, creating a huge and ongoing
incentive to favour them.
And the push to bring supply chains back home in the name of resilience is accelerating.





India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi told the nation on May 12 that a new era
of economic self-reliance has begun.
Japan’s Covid-19 stimulus includes subsidies for firms that repatriate factories;
European Union officials talk of “strategic autonomy” and are creating a fund
to buy stakes in firms.
America is urging Intel to build plants at home.

Digital trade is thriving but its scale is still modest. The sales abroad of Amazon, Apple,
Facebook and Microsoft are equivalent to just 1.3% of world exports.
The flow of capital is also suffering, as long-term investment sinks:





Chinese venture-capital investment in America dropped to US$400 million
(RM1.74 billion) in the first quarter (Q1) of this year, 60% below its level two
years ago.
Multinational firms may cut their cross-border investment by a third this year.
America has just instructed its main federal pension fund to stop buying
Chinese shares, and,
So far this year countries representing 59% of world gross domestic products
(GDP) have tightened their rules on foreign investment.

As governments try to pay down their new debts by taxing firms and investors, some
countries may be tempted to further restrict the flow of capital across borders.
Don’t be fooled that a trading system with an unstable web of national controls will be more
humane or safer. Poorer countries will find it harder to catch up and, in the rich world, life will
be more expensive and less free. The way to make supply chains more resilient is not to
domesticate them, which concentrates risk and forfeits economies of scale, but to
diversify them. Moreover, a fractured world will make solving global problems harder,
including finding a vaccine and securing an economic recovery.
Tragically, this logic is no longer fashionable. Those three body-blows have so wounded the
open system of trade that the powerful arguments in its favour are being neglected. Wave
goodbye to the greatest era of globalisation and worry about what is going to take its place.
14 May 2020 Edition, Economist7
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Sudden Covid surge reveal Singapore's dark side
The first known cases of Covid-019 came into Singapore with
Chinese tourists in January and trickled slowly through the
community, sending out waves of fear. Yet, the pandemic
never mushroomed. After two months, there were 509
confirmed cases, and only two people had died. Cinemas and
bars had stayed open, restaurants and open-air food courts
were crowded and people still browsed malls and markets.
Testing was relatively sparse; Singaporeans were instructed
not to wear masks unless we were ill; there was no lockdown.
Singapore leveraged on the tight controls for which it is known:
elaborate surveillance, police investigators, the threat of
criminal prosecution to trace and isolate anybody who caught
the virus or had been in close contact with a confirmed patient.
For a time, that seemed to work.
It didn’t seem far-fetched that the Singapore government had controlled a fearsome new
disease with the same tools it used to control its residents: pragmatism, efficiency and
extreme surveillance. It appeared that the virus was passing Singapore by; that the
infections would sputter along and finally disappear altogether. Could it really be this easy?
The answer, of course, was no. In fact, the virus was being passed from one body to the
next in the cramped dormitories where some 200,000 low-paid foreign workers sleep, wash
and eat. The threat had not gone away; it was still gnawing at the city, unseen, from the
margins. Simgapore is home to 5.7 million people, nearly 1.7 million of whom are foreigners.
From the earliest cases of Covid-19, the government made it clear that lack of cooperation
with health officials would be treated as a crime. Ordinary, errant Singaporeans have been
showily prosecuted, photographed outside the court, their misdeeds blasted on the news as
a warning. A man who had been quarantined upon returning from a trip to Myanmar, then
ventured to a food court for pork-rib stew, got six weeks in jail. A shopper who cursed in a
supermarket argument over face masks could get a prison sentence. A Singaporean who
travelled to Indonesia in violation of his stay-at-home notice had his passport suspended.
But despite all the threats, through collective complacency or failure of imagination, the
government was blindsided by a vulnerability it might have easily anticipated. In April, a
dramatic surge of infections among poorly paid foreign workers crushed Singapore’s
sense of invulnerability. The city is built and maintained by an army of labourers who come
from other Asian countries: Bangladesh, India, China. They can be lodged as many as 20
men to a single room; one toilet is legally considered enough for 15 people.
Last year, some of the dormitories suffered a measles outbreak. Migrant-worker housing has
been connected with illness ever since the British colonial rulers called tuberculosis “a
disease of the town-dwelling Chinese” because it raged among the “lowly paid migrants
living en masse in congested and insanitary dwellings in the municipal area,” Loh and Hsu
write. In other words, the notion that packed worker lodgings could weaken public health was
neither new nor surprising.
As the dizzying reports of illness emerging from the worker dormitories, hundreds of people,
sometimes 1,000 or more, tested positive day after day. It was as if Singapore had fallen
so completely into the habit of regarding the labourers as some other kind of person
that the basic fact of our corporeal interconnectedness never occurred to anybody.
Workers’ rights advocates had tried to raise the alarm earlier, but their warnings went
ignored. Now these marginalised workers have, at last, grabbed the city’s attention.
20 May 2020, New York Times
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America opens up but rules
vary widely
With changes taking effect on Wednesday, all 50
American states have begun to reopen in at least
some way, more than two months after Covid-19 thrust
the country into lockdown. But there remain vast
discrepancies in how states are deciding to open up,
with some forging far ahead of others.
Connecticut will be among the last states to take a
plunge back to business on Wednesday, when its stayat-home order lifts and stores, museums and offices are
allowed to reopen. But not far away in New Jersey, the
reopening has been more limited, with only curbside
pickup at retail stores and allowances for certain
industries. The contrast illustrates a dynamic playing
out across the country, as governors grapple with
how to handle a pandemic that comes with no
political playbook. Though social-distancing
requirements were put in place, restaurants, salons,
gyms and other businesses have been open in Georgia
for several weeks.
Alaska Governor Mike Dunleavy said onTuesday he
would lift restrictions on businesses by the end of the
week, allowing restaurants, bars, gyms and others to
return to full capacity. Sports and recreational
activities will be allowed. “It will all be open, just like it
was prior to the virus,” Dunleavy said. Social-distancing
strategies, including the wearing of masks in public,
would be recommended but not required, he said.
The Centres for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) quietly released more detailed guidance for
schools, businesses, transit systems and other
industries hoping to reopen safely amid the Covid-19
pandemic after fear that the White House had shelved
the guidelines.
The 60-page document, which a CDC spokesman said
was uploaded over the weekend, received little notice. It
adds great detail to six charts that the CDC had
released last week. It provides specific instructions
for schools and day camps, restaurants and bars,
child care programmes, employers with workers
deemed “high-risk,” and mass transit
administrators who are hoping to resume service.
Also included are remarks about balancing the
importance of slowing the virus’s spread with the
economic threat of shuttering most businesses.
Link to CDC document: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf

20 May 2020, New York Times
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Asian American
doctors and nurses
are fighting racism
and the coronavirus
Across the United States,
Asian American health-care
workers have reported a rise in
bigoted incidents. The racial
hostility has left Asian
Americans, who represent
6% of the US population but
18% of the country’s
physicians and 10% of its
nurse practitioners, in a
painful position on the front
lines of the response to the
Covid-19 pandemic. Some
patients refuse to be treated by
them. And when doctors and
nurses leave the hospital, they
face increasing harassment in
their daily lives, too.
The Federal Bureau of
Investigations (FBI) had
warned of a potential surge in
hate crimes against Asians.
There is no comprehensive
data measuring anti-Asian bias
during the pandemic. An
analysis of self-reported
incidents by Russell Jeung,
chairman of the Asian
American studies department
at San Francisco State
University, shows a steady
rise in reports of harassment
and assault against Asians
since mid-March, with twice
as many women than men
saying they were mistreated.
The group documented more
than 1,800 anti-Asian
harassment reports since its
March 19 launch. Victims said
they were spat on, stabbed
while shopping, shunned for
wearing masks and barred
from ride-hailing vehicles.
20 May 2020, Washington
Post
Full report:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/bus
iness/2020/05/19/asian-americandiscrimination/

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/20/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
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Covid-19 reaches the Rohingya refugee camps
Epidemiologists and health workers have long
dreaded an outbreak of Covid-19 in the world’s
refugee camps. Tightly packed, insanitary, with high
proportions of poor, under-nourished people, they
are the ideal breeding-ground for the disease. On
May 14, in the biggest camp of them all, Kutupalong
in Cox’s Bazar, two people tested positive for the
virus, one a Rohingya refugee. The next day, three
more Rohingyas tested positive.
About one million Rohingyas live in a sprawl of 34 camps near Cox’s Bazar, including
Kutupalong. There are 1,275 families, 5,000 people in all, who might have been in contact
with the two tested positive. Although the action taken was swift and decisive action, it was
testimony to the acute anxiety in the camps since the arrival of Covid-19 in Bangladesh.
The 160 million Bangladeshis, living in an extremely densely populated country, are more
vulnerable than most to Covid-19. The Rohingyas are among the most vulnerable of all.
About 800,000 of them were driven from their homes in Rakhine state in Myanmar in
2017. Arriving in Cox’s Bazar with virtually nothing, the Rohingyas have since been eking out
a meagre existence in camps which house 40,000 people per square kilometre. Meanwhile,
Bangladesh, Myanmar and the UN squabble over their future. The Bangladeshi authorities
are increasingly reluctant hosts and want them to return to Myanmar as soon as possible.
The Rohingyas, unsurprisingly, refuse to return until their safety can be guaranteed.
Fearing the worst, aid agencies had been preparing for an outbreak of the virus for months.
As of end March, according to the WHO, 18 treatment and isolation centres had been
constructed in the camps, just to treat Covid-19 patients, with 72 beds immediately
available to patients and a further 257 available at short notice.
Given that the Bangladeshi authorities largely cut off mobile-phone and internet coverage in
the camps last year, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have been going through the
camp with megaphones, going shelter to shelter, to get out messages about the need for
social distancing, hygiene and handwashing. Caritas Bangladesh recruited 186 volunteers to
raise awareness about Covid-19; the World Health Organisation (WHO) has been training
aid workers in the clinical management of the disease. There is very limited testing and it is
now a race against time to contain the outbreak before it sweeps through the camps.
The Rohingyas are not getting assurance by the events of recent days just off the shore. The
Bangladeshi Navy has moved about 300 of them to an island called Bhasan Char. These
Rohingyas were rescued after fleeing Cox’s Bazar in search of a better life in Malaysia
only to spend weeks adrift in rusty old boats in the Bay of Bengal. Having forked out
US$300 million (RM1.3 billion) on sprucing up the island, which it claims can take over
100,000 refugees, the Bangladeshi government has spent years trying to coax the
Rohingyas there, only to be thwarted by the UN, donors and aid agencies, which have
unanimously condemned the tiny, flood-prone spot as unfit for habitation.
Now, claiming that the rescued Rohingyas can quarantine there, a push is on to relocate
more. One UN worker argues that this amounts to forcing donors to fund the island whether
they like it or not, despite the fact that quarantine facilities are available in the camps. Some
call it the “Rohingyan Alcatraz”. The choices keep worsening for a people the UN once
called “the most persecuted minority in the world”.
17 May 2020 Edition, Economist10
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US suits remind China of 'century of humiliation'
In April, Missouri Attorney-General Eric Schmitt
filed a lawsuit against China for alleged acts of
irresponsibility over the Covid-19 pandemic.
Since then, many other lawsuits, including class
actions that would represent thousands of people
and businesses, have been filed in places like
California and Florida. None of these suits stands
much chance of moving forward in American
courts due to the Foreign Sovereign Immunities
Act of 1976, which places strong barriers against
suing a foreign state.
So why are these suits being filed? Largely for domestic political reasons. They are coming
in an election year in United States, and politicians want to be seen as tough on China.
Regardless of the motives, such suits may start a much bigger fight in part because they do
not appreciate how their actions appear through the lens of Chinese national memory.
The sharp reaction in China to demands for reparations reflects a deeply felt national
narrative about the “century of humiliation”. It is a century that began with the opium
wars in the 1800s and lasted up to the founding of the People’s Republic in 1949. For
decades during this period, China was forced to accept massive amounts of opium as
payment for silk and other exports, and its vehement objections were ignored as Western
powers and Japan carved up and occupied its territory.
The People’s Republic authorities have pursued top-down efforts to create an official
memory of these events, to be sure, but the century of humiliation narrative is not just some
artificially implanted idea that would disappear if government control were lifted. Instead, its
roots run much deeper in the mental habits of the nation. These narrative habits grew out of
a painful historical record of how Britain, France, Germany, Russia and the US went out of
their way to humiliate China as they carved up its territory. Japan was especially brutal in its
decades-long occupation.
Chinese accounts of the “century of humiliation” do not just reflect the objective historical
record. Instead, they have taken on a life of their own. A striking object lesson about this can
be seen in the aftermath of the 1999 bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade. The
targeting error ended up killing three Chinese nationals and injuring others. Equally seriously,
it was an attack on the sovereign territory of an embassy.
What was most striking about the Chinese response in 1999 was not the official reaction. It
was the outburst of massive protest in cities across the country. Tens of thousands of
students and citizens turned out almost immediately in highly emotional
demonstrations, which came close to getting completely out of hand.
Americans generally had no idea that the outrage in China over such an incident could be so
massive and found it hard to believe that Chinese citizens had jumped to the conclusion that
the bombing was an intentional attack intended to remind them who is boss – in other words,
to humiliate them once again.
The immediate point is that the American lawsuits over Covid-19 amount to needless
provocation. It is a time when the world needs cooperation, not friction. Such provocations
are only likely to produce an emotional outburst of nationalism in China, especially among
young people. The ensuing downward spiral in US-China relations would make
everyone a loser in a dangerous game that might no longer be controlled by anyone.
11

20 May 2020, South China Morning Post
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S. Korean economy will expand
0.2% in 2020, 3.9% in 2021: KDI

‘Travel bubbles’: Where and
when can Hongkongers go

As the global economy marks a sharp decline
amid the persisting Covid-19 pandemic,
South Korea will see its economy expand
0.2% this year before rebounding to 3.9%
growth level next year, according to a stateaffiliated think tank.

In 2017, online travel platform Kayak.com
declared that Hong Kong was “a nation of
travel addicts”, a conclusion reached after
surveying citizens’ travel planning habits.
While perhaps not the most empirical of
analyses, there is something to the judgment.
In 2019, Hong Kong International Airport
recorded almost 95 million resident
departures, according to online statistics
portal Statista, which equates to an
average of 12.8 trips per person.

But this modest figure, which is higher than
the outlook suggested by other international
institutions and private think tanks, is
anticipated to face challenges down the road
due to global economic uncertainties.
“Our economy will in 2020 see drastic
contraction of private consumption and
exports, but will recover in 2021,” said the
Korea Development Institute, affiliated with
the Ministry of Economy and Finance, in its
half-year economic outlook report. KDI
anticipated that inflation will remain in the
mid-0% range throughout the year due to
sluggish economy and low oil prices,
before climbing slightly in 2021. The
country will maintain the employment level as
the government’s fiscal spending partly
offset the massive job losses in the
service sector and will add some 200,000
new jobs in 2021, it added.
Global investment banks and credit ratings
agencies also forecast a negative growth for
Asia’s fourth-largest economy this year – with
Morgan Stanley suggesting minus 1%,
Fitch coming up with minus 0.2%, and
Moody’s with minus 0.5%. Asian
Development Bank was one of the few to
predict a positive growth forecast for
Korea – 1.3% on-year, which was down 1%
from the previously suggested 2.3%.
The KDI report assumes that the benchmark
Dubai crude prices will be an average of
around US$35 (RM152) per barrel this year
and US$40 (RM174) per barrel next year,
while the Korean won value will depreciate
more or less 4% this year and remain
steady next year. The challenge, however, is
that these perspectives on the global
economy are continuously subject to change
due to the persisting epidemic crisis.
20 May 2020, Korea Herald
Full report:
http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=202005200
00261

In January before the pandemic hijacked
2020, TKS Exhibition Services, which
organises Hong Kong’s International Travel
Expo, asked Hongkongers about their
overseas adventures, past and planned. It
found that just 3% of respondents had not
journeyed abroad in 2019 while 46% had
taken three to five international jaunts and
17% had enjoyed six or more trips
overseas. More than 60% were hoping to
get away for the Easter break, in April.
Anecdotally at least, Hongkongers’ appetite
for international excursions has not
diminished, it’s just a question of where and
when they can go, ideally without having to
self-isolate for 14 days upon return.
Discussions on relaxing border restrictions
and creating quarantine-free “travel
bubbles” are already under way with
authorities in Macau and Guangdong
province.
On May 15, Thailand removed mainland
China, Hong Kong, Macau and South
Korea from its list of “disease infected
zones”. Taiwan, which closed its borders to
all foreign tourists on March 19, has also
been touted as a possible tourist-exchange
partner because of its success at managing
the Covid-19 crisis. Vietnam is already easing
out of a lockdown that kept reported cases of
Covid-19 to a minimum and has turned to its
domestic market to inject some much needed
dong into the tourism industry. South Korea is
allowing business travellers from certain parts
of China, so it is feasible that sightseers might
soon follow. For now at least, the Hong Kong
passport will continue to gather a little more
dust.
20 May 2020, South China Morning Post
Full report: https://www.scmp.com/magazines/postmagazine/travel/article/3084967/all-talk-travelbubbles-where-and-when-can

